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Gender and Multiculturalism in Architectural Education 
KATHRYN H. Al\frHONY, University of lUi no is at Urbana-Champaign 
BRADFORD C. GRANT, California Polytechnic StIlte Uniumity. San Luis Obispo 
T HIS ISS UE R£!'Rf5 I'}..'TS A FIRST l'oRJAE: A COUECI10N OF ARTICLES THAT 
examines gender and m ulticulturalism in architectural education in 
the nineties. Although a few articles in recent volumes of JAEhave be-
gun to address this subject. this is the first subtheme issue devoted to a 
deeper exploration of this complex and timely topic. 
Issues of race, multiculturalism, and, [0 a lesser extent, gender 
have traditionally been overlooked in architectural education . Al-
though interest in gender and multicultural issues is currently on the 
rise, architecture theories have traditionally been neated as "raceless~ 
or "genderless," especially in scholarly settings. 
Several organiz.ations have addressed issues of gender and 
multiculruralism for years. The National Organization of Minority Ar-
chitects (NUMA) is more man rwenry years old. Locally based organi-
z.ations-such as Chicago Women in Architecture and Californ ia 
Women in Environmental Design-the Minority Resources Commit-
tee, and the Women in Architecrure Committee of the American Insti-
tute of Architects (AlA) have long been active. Several others exist as 
well. Symposia at Yale University and at the University of Michigan in 
fall 1991 cemered around issues of concern ro architec(S of color. Al-
though many voices have long been present, only recemly have they 
begun to be heard. 
Our iment is to increase faculty and student awareness, to offer 
a variety of perspectives, and to provide some useful information to 
help Faculty and administrators move fOIVl"ard in their efforts ro make 
architectural education more responsive to an increasingly diverse 
population. Ultimately, the architecmral profession will benefit. 
The innovative approaches ro tcaching and research suggested 
here are intended to supplement our existing ways of teaching and 
learning about architecture. The articles provide refreshing new ways 
of looking at architectural education and practice. Architectural edu-
cation that acknowledges both gender and multiculmralism increases 
the potemial of both the architen and archite<mre, and can allow for 
a richer, deeper understanding. 
This jAE subtheme issue was first conceived at the 1991 na-
tional meeting of ACSA in Washington, D .C. We participated in ses-
sions of both the Women's T ask Force and the African American 
Task Force. Although different issues were raised in these groups, 
many concerns overlapped. Several participants at bOTh task force 
gatherings stressed the pressing need to communicate their concerns 
more effe<tively to architecmral faculty and administrators. We hope 
that this initial set of articles will help do so. 
Linda Groat's article, uArchitecture's Resistance to Diversity: A 
Matter of Theory as Much as Practice," examines the ways in which 
architeaural theory must change to accommodate a more diverse CUT-
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riculum. WithOut a shift in the theoretical frameworks that shape the 
field, she argues, widespread acceptance of diversiry is unlikely ro occur. 
Sherry Ahrenrzen and Kathryn Anthony's article, uSex, Stars, 
and Studios: A Look at Gendered Educational Practices in Architec-
rure," explores gender in architectural education. The authors provide 
a critical analysis of the curriculum of great men and great monu-
ments, the miner-mastery-mystery phenomenon, the issue of male-fe-
male differences in design, doublespeak and cross-cultural 
communication, and sexual harassment in the studio. T hey provide a 
series of questions to help architectural Faculty and administrators en-
gage in a critical self-examination, and suggest ways in which educa-
tional practices might be restructured to enhance opportunities for 
both women and men. 
Regina Davis's article, "Writing Multiculturalism into Archi-
tectural Curricula," describes the experiences of the author and her 
students in an innovative, team-taught course at the University of 
California, Berkeley, that examined multiculturalism in architecture. 
Students challenged traditional ways of doing research and gathering 
information and learned to look in unFa.miliat places. Davis chronicles 
the excitement of her studenrs' discovery of the work of architects and 
artists from their own ethnic or racial heritage. 
Mark Frederickson's article on "Gender and Racial Bias in De-
sign Juries" raises some disturbing questions about the ways in which 
men and women and students of different racial backgrounds are 
treated in design juries. Based on his empirical research of Faculry-stu-
dent interactions at design juries, he provides ronvincing evidence that, 
in many instances, not all students are treated equally. We hope that 
architectural educators will begin to question about the roles that dif-
ferent kinds of people play in the jury, both as studen(S and as faculty. 
In his Op Arch article, ~African American Architecture: From 
Idea ro Published Product," Jack Travis tells the story behind his 
book, African American Architects in Current Practice. In a persuasive, 
provocative piece, Travis argues strongly for a field that is more wel-
coming of diversity. 
None or these authors claims to present the final word on their 
subject; in fact , they raise more questions than they provide answers. 
Nonetheless, we hope that their questions provide some food for 
thought for future scholars. Several authors other than those repre-
semed here expressed an interest in contributing to this subtheme is-
sue; some are developing fu rther the ideas presented in these pages. 
Their work will be featured in future issues of jAE. We hope chat this 
proves to be the beginning of an ongoing discussion and examination 
of gender and multiculturalism issues in architectural education . 
These issues matTer and are long overdue. 
Sex, Stars, and Studios: 
A Look at Gendered Educational Practices in Architecture 
SHERRY AHRENTZEN, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
KATHRYN H. ANn-IOr-.,'Y, University o/lIIinois at Urbana- Champaign 
Educational research and theory indicate that male 
ilnd female university students are treated differ-
ently in the classroom and that the nature of the 
curr iculum u well as the teachine act itself often 
reflect and promote male-centered actions. Archi-
tectural educators must examine whether their 
teaching practices and pedagoD are similarly 
gendered. If so, although their numbers in archi -
tecture schools are increasing, women may well be 
shortchanged. Further, such practices may prevent 
the discipline from eKpandin& itt; influence, potun-
tial , and vis ion. This article identifies situations in 
which lendered practices occur in architectural 
education, especially in desi,n studios and Juries. It 
also sugl ens ways in which we can restructure our 
educational practices to provide enhanced oppor-
tunities for both women and men. 
IN 1992, MEMBER5 OF THE U.S. SENATE BEGAN 
anending a series of seminars fucused on gen-
der dynamics. Noted scholars such as Carol 
Gilligan, Deborah Tannen, and Sam Keen 
gave presentations on such issues as the dif-
fe rent ethical approaches adopted by boys 
and girls, communication and miscommuni-
cation across the sexes, and the effect of the 
cult of masculinity on men in American soci-
ety.l Inspired by the 199 1 Clarence Thomas-
Anita Hill testimonies and the subsequent 
flurry of media attention on sexual harass-
ment, Senators Al Gore and Barbara A. 
Mikulski initiated this series, believing that it 
was time that members of the Senate become 
aware of gendered p ractices thac permeate 
talk, knowledge, and action in the public 
arena and in everyday life. 
Unfortunately, architectural educators 
have paid minimal anemion to such gender 
dynamics in the studio, classroom, or cur-
riculum. Educational research in other disci-
plines reveals that male and female college 
students are treated differently and that the 
narure of the curriculum as well as the teach-
ing act itself often reflect and promote male-
centered actions.2 Architecture faculty must 
recognize chat our teaching practices and 
pedagogy are similarly gendered. Our inten-
tion in this article is to make arch itectural 
educators aware of such gendered educational 
practices and their consequenc~:s, fo r students 
and for the discipline itself 
Empirical studies of architectural edu-
cation are few and far between, and at 
present, studies of gender issues in architec-
tural education are all the mor,= rare. As a re-
sult, our premise and arguments here are 
primarily grounded upon empirical educa-
tional research in other disciplines, and on a 
few key studies in architecrural education; 
comments of female architectural educators 
that were elicited in a nationwide survey; stu-
dent journals and surveys of stud io practices 
from our twO depanments of architecture; 
and our own interpretive criticism and specu-
lations, which are informed by feminist re-
search and theoretical thoughL Still , we are 
only touching the tip of the iceberg. 
Our aims in this article are to en-
lighten architectural educators on the many 
issues of gendered teaching practices that 
have been gaining prominence in educational 
research and in the media, to provide some 
arguments for and evidence of irs prevalence 
and consequences in arch itectural education, 
to encourage instructors to investigate these 
issues in their own teaching, to substantiate 
the need for furthe r research on these issues 
in architectural education, and to provide 
words and labels for many feelings that stu-
dents and faculty experience but have not 
been able to verbal ize or share with others. 
Many students, after reading drafts of this 
paper, were grateful for the arriculation of 
concerns and feelings they had experienced-
and the sense that they were not alone. We 
hope the ideas here spark educators and Stu-
dents to ta ke more seriously the conse-
quences of their daily, often unintentional, 
actions. 
Genderization in Architectural Education 
What does it mean to have "g,~ndered" edu-
cational practices~ Genderiz.ation is attaching 
1 1 Allrentzen and Anthony 
our cultural constructs of masculinity to OUI 
concept of what constitutes a well-educate<l 
person or suitable educational methods. 
Conversely, the characteristics that art 
deemed feminine arc excluded from the con-
cepts of educated people and methods. In 0; 
review of the gendering of the educated per-
son, Janice Roland Marrin traces the nait: 
that American society deems to be the mad 
of an educated individual. T hey are thost 
that Rousseau, Kant, and Schopenhauer as 
signed to men by nacure (although white am 
middle/upper class by implication) and tha 
Mills contended were denied to women b, 
culture: rational ity, capacity fo r abstrac 
though t, self-government, and indepen 
dence.3 These qualities hold firm in today' 
un iversity setting. Ways of knowing that in 
volve personal experience, consciousness 
raising, subjectivity, or relational connec· 
tions-processes culcurally identified as femi· 
nine-arc generally considered unacceptabl( 
p ractices in the upper echelons of highel 
education. 
It is important to recognize that our so 
cial constructions of masculine and feminin, 
are fluid: from one culture to another; withi! 
any culcure over time; over the course of one' 
life; and among different groups of men anc 
women, depending on class, race, ethnieiC}' 
and sexual orientation. We must constantly b 
aware of how society neats gender and ho~ 
we may inadvertently reinforce it. 
Genderization also deals with issues a 
power: who wields power, how power is at 
tained, in what forms, and who deeides wha 
actions, attitudes, and products are labelec 
male or female and subsequently dominant. 
normative or subordinate/deviant. Gender i: 
not sex-that is, biological differences-anc 
should not be construed as the property 0 : 
individuals. Rather, gender refleas how socia 
expectations and beliefs treat the biologica 
characteristics of sex to form a system 0 1 
domination and subordination, privilege anc 
restraint. Domination docs not necessaril) 
rt as physical oppression; it 
ively subtle as silencing an 
in text, display, or class dis-
; are not seen simply by the 
Co They may be seen as indi-
also cast as social actors of 
:ity, age, sexual orientation, 
:11 as gender. Contemporary 
• demands that we consider 
thnicity, age, sexual orienta-
raits intersect with gender. 
1StructS of masculinity are 
lro-American male than for 
:rican male, for example. 
1S are complicated and intri-
in this article we may appear 
m. It is simply for lack of 
:k of awareness or concern, 
these simplifications here. 
women are participating in 
lecture in increasing num-
ring less progress in terms of 
,werment, and retention, or 
ting the built environment 
of architecture. Compared 
entation in other fields, 
e in the architectural profes-
Figures 1- 3) .4 Why? Some 
e of women's psychological, 
alytic incapacities. However, 
reviews find no differences 
I women in spatial visualiza-
rate advantages for men in 
1 of horizontality/verticality 
tion, and small sex differ-
atical performance.5 We be-
ioeducational context of the 
'hich the skills, knowledge, 
"ard the practice develop-
e in restricting the potential 
in this field. It also privileges 
nymen. 
s by the Association of 
;es demonstrate, the univer-
"chilly" one for women.6 
Percentage of Bachelors, Master's, Doctorate and Professional D 
Awarded to Women 
in Selected Fields, 1987 (u.s. Department of Commerce, 1990) 
I Bachelors II Masters II D~;:~ D!SjIreel D!SjIreel 
All D iscipline s 
II 
51.5% II 51.2% IE:: I I 
Agric ulture a n d Na tural Resources I 31 .2 I 30.1 II ~~:I Architecture .t Environmental Design I 37.3 34.0. 
Business & Mana g e ment I 46.5 I 33.0 I 23., 
c ompute r & Information Scie nce I 34.6 I 29,4 I 13.' 
Dent istry (DDS or DMDI I I I 24.1 
Engin eering 13.7 I 12.6 I 6.~ 
Law (LLB o r JDI I I 40.: 
Life Sc ie nce s 48,5 II 48.7 I 35.( 
Mathematics 46.4 II 39,1 I 17.' 
Medicine (MOl II II 32 .• 
Physical SCienc e s 28.4 II 24.9 II :~:: Public Affairs 68.0 I 63.7 
Theology (BD, M. D iv., MHLI II II 19, 
1. At the time of this writing, these were the best statistics available that show the percent, 
M.Arch. 
B.Arch 
Bachelor, non-
professional 
degree 
women awarded degrees in various fields. These statistics do not separate architecture fre 
design disciplines. As a result, the percentages of women who received degrees in archite, 
be less than what is reflected here. 
STUDENTS IN ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION 
(NAAB, 1990) 
50 
" 
4,593 II 33.3 
" 
9.8 
60 II 18,915 II 24.9 II 20.0 
41 II 12,943 II 27.3 II 18.9 
IG 
IG 
IG 
' Includes African Americans, Hispanics, Native Americans, and Asian Am, 
2. These statistics show that women received about one·third of all master's degrees and 
quarter of all bachelor's degrees in architecture in 1990. 
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centage of Women In Selected Male-Dominated Professions, 
1988 
(u.s. Department 01 commerce, 1990) 
Field Women 
I 
I 
3. These statistics show ttle percentages of women in male-dominated professions. Approxmatety 
15 percent of architects iilfe women. This percentage is lar lower than that in many other fields. 
4. Most architectural history books Ignore the contributions of 
women. The reasons 101' this are complex, It is hoped that future 
textbool!;s will be different. (CredIt: Abhlteet Chavanl 
13 AhrentzM Ilnd Anthony 
Similarly, we cenrend that the eli 
ch irccmcai education for m CI 
women, even within the same sd 
(cn dramatically different, At tilT 
mate of archirccmcai education fo 
indeed chilly. When gender ineql 
arcs the educational context of [~ 
rural cur ri culum, it d imin 
educational development of many 
also retards the progress of the 
making it all the more di ffi cult 1 
new avenues for different perspec 
cism, and thought. 
A Curriculum of Great Men and 
Monuments: Male-Centered Co 
of Precedent and Mastery 
Architectural theory does Il< 
upon the poss ibility of th 
zation of architectural activ 
ing itself Architectural thoo. 
appear conscious of this iSSl 
t ia l to its self-understane 
thus germane to male or fel 
titioner or theorist as well. 1 
absence of theo retical reflee1 
practical counterpart in 
dominance-both ethical a 
cal- among the s£ars of the 
- Ann Bergren7 
Exemplars-of architect and arch 
person and product-are held in Ii 
in schools of a rchitecture, so mu 
they d irect much of the curricub 
ever, the basis for establishing thes<. 
is ill-defi ned. U nder such conditil 
plars become icons. As some have 
chitecture has a limited knowledge 
or as Sharon Sutton iamencs, "a r 
knowledge about the built environJ 
The goal of creating a knOv. 
for the field remains unachie 
because architectural research contin~ 
ues to be dwarfed by a Howard Roark 
vision of professional practice. In com-
parison (0 engineering-another ap-
plied fi eld that relatively recently 
adopted advanced, theoretical study-
architecture is not even on the map.' 
With an ill-defined found ation of 
knowing, reasoning, even reflecting~ in~ac­
tion, mastery becomes legitimately defined 
by what the ~ masters" do. Masters are male~ 
cemered nomenclatures, witnessed by who is 
labeled a genius, how one becomes such, and 
what cases are cons idered to be exem pla rs 
and precedents. 
For example, one method of designat-
ing design excellence is reference to "his(Ori~ 
cal precedent. " H owever, history in mOSt 
disciplines is a gendered construction of what 
happened in the past. ' Architecture students 
are usually presented with a history in which 
women do not appear and in which women 's 
particular contributions are not recognized 
(Figure 4). Most women remain spectators in 
popular versions of both past and present. lO A 
look at architectural history textbooks reveals 
litde mention of women and their contribu~ 
tions to the built landscape." We might rea~ 
sonably assume that most syllabi of 
architectural history courses also neglect 
women. 
Does this absence in our textS and cur-
riculum mean that women did not partici~ 
pate in the creation of the built environment? 
No. Female absence in architectural history 
and precedence results from the definitions of 
architecture and architect established by the 
gatekttpers of this history: instructors, writ~ 
ers, and publishers.1l We suggest that archi-
tectul'lll exemplars have been defined largely 
by the notions of the activity of design, that 
is, what the designer does, alone, at the draw-
ing boardu; the type of commi&<; ion ; and the 
architect, principally a Western male of prlv!-
leged education background. Falling outside 
these boundaries, however, are many. many 
women who have designed and developed 
our builr landscape. 
Recent historical investigations of 
women in architecture "document the dis~ 
crimination that has kept women OUt of the 
architecture schools and offices. They show, 
however, that despite oven discrimination 
and cultural prej udice women have become 
architects and that they designed not only 
houses bur comme rc ial and c ivic build~ 
ings .... They have been comraaors, builders, 
and engineers. These professional women 
challenged the cu ltural assumptions about 
woman's role." l4 
For example, Diane Favro's analysis of 
the work and practice of Julia Morgan dem-
onstrates that Morgan's capabilities as a de-
signer and architectural professional were on 
par with those of her male contemporaries. 
H owever, because she was not ma le, the 
commi&<;ions that she received and the pub~ 
lishing of her design work were not of the 
same caliber and prominence of those disrin~ 
guishing her male architectural colleagues. As 
Favro concludes: 
Morgan's work at the Ecole was every 
bit as object~or iented and sryle-con~ 
scious as her peers. What she lacked 
was opportunity. Armed with her di~ 
ploma from the Ecole, Morgan sought 
professional validation, yet found her~ 
self by gender in the posi tion of an 
outsider. She displayed obvious skill as 
a designer and engineer, yet was often 
given commissions because of precon-
ceptions about fe male sensitiviry. In 
response to exisring preconceptions, 
she fashioned a non-threatening pro~ 
fessional image and a work philosophy 
of accommodation. Marginalized by 
the profession and contemporary mo~ 
n~s , she relied upnn intl"rn~l Tf'w:mh. 
When asked what kind of approval 
Morgan sought during het career, 
former employtt Coblentz responded, 
H", own self rnpect. [j 
The construction of architecture's his-
tory reflects the firm grip of the Star SYStem 
on architectural education. In architecture as 
in o ther disciplines, stars are defined in part 
by their sex. Christine Battersby argues {hat 
the contemporary meaning of genius in the 
art worlds is rooted in the period of tomanti-
cism in which gmiu$ was redefined as a 
so:ed-that is, male-person , endowed with 
characterisrics of imagination, intuition, fttl~ 
ing, and even mental instability--<:haracteris-
tics, ironically. that had been associated with 
the concept "feminine."16 Women were not 
recognized as potential geniuses even with 
these qualities, simply because they were not 
men. Exceptional men, however. could take 
on fem inine characteristics without impairing 
thei r masculinity. 17 
Architectural educators must critically 
question those who label and identify the stars 
or gen iuses and the process by which they do 
so to unvei l the political and gendered prac-
tices in gatekecping and stargazing. II We must 
demystify the notion of mastery by critically 
questioning how one becomes:l. master. Fur-
ther, as Banersby suggests, we must redefine 
mastery so that it consistently-and not selec-
tively- incorporates the social experiences 
and si tuations of different types of people who 
create architecture. 
Generally. white male architects are 
treated as if their sex and race were utterly ir-
releY2llt to their work. But this need not be so. 
For example, a Georgetown University course 
that exami nes the works of Hawthorne. 
Melvi lle, Cooper. and T wain is entitled 
"White Male W riters. " Such a coutse would 
usually be labeled "Masters of American LiT-
erature," while works by women and minoriry 
erollp~ would be tagged by sex or race of the 
'5 . The Georgetown course highlights 
t that sex and race affec( authors' liter-
ltegies and anistic creations. L9 
rhe exclusion of the female from ar-
uraJ mastery is also the resuh of limit-
: definition of what architecture and 
'ctural practice is. Architectural histo-
uen lGngsleyclaims mat the standard 
ctural history/meory syllabus uses the 
monuments, great men" approach. 
at isolates and objectifies the designer 
Le work. 20 Not only does it ignore 
l'S comributions to the built environ-
)ut also it ignores or minimizes comfi-
tS other than that of the "drawing 
, aspect of design. Archi tecrural 
epefs focus their lens on the single, 
~ stars and not me constellations com-
of planets. Consequently, students, 
t: general public. receive an unrealistic 
; the profession. 
Until recenriy, women and women's 
)utions were not included in architec-
istory texts. Kingsley dai ms that some 
oks have made efforts to include 
en Worthies," that is, women "worthy 
usion" as defined within craditional , 
nages of excellence. These are the "ex-
1a1 women" that Gwendolyn Wright 
'Cs, whose dedication to and determi-
in the field was gteater than that of 
neo and who sometimes were more 
, than their male coumerparrs. For ex-
Julia Morgan designed more than 
undred buildings. Ironically. Kingsley 
chat Kenneth Frampron's Modem Ar-
rre: A Critical History is the most gen-
lusive history text, mentioning a grand 
: four women: Gertrude Jekyll, Char-
Perriand. Margaret MacDonald 
:osh. and Lilly Reich. 
lhe small number of women archi -
entioned in such texts reAects the facts 
mpared to men, women have had less 
miry to receive an architectural educa-
tion and that few women have been pranic-
ing architects or designers, a defining qualifi-
cation to be "notable." Furthermore, while 
books and monographs on female architects 
have only recently appeared, many such pub-
lications have been generally dismissed in the 
archirecrural history journals and reviews.22 
Another reason for women's relative 
absence, suggested by Kingsley, is that col-
laboration has not been a defining character-
istic of "good" architecture, even though it 
lies at the very foundation of design, develop-
ment, and construction. 
Collaboration contradicts a belief in 
personal choice and individual, creative free-
dom, that is, becoming a success on one's 
merits-a standard of excellence in a field de-
fined by "starchitecrs." Wimin such a context, 
collaboration is often negated or altogether ig-
nored, and the contributions of men ovec-
shadow those of women. The awarding of the 
1991 Pritzker Architectural Prize solely to ar-
chitect Robert Venturi ignored me contribu-
tions of his partners, nmably Denise Scmt 
Brown. Venturi commented on this omission 
when he acknowledged the award: "It's a bit 
of a disappointment that the Prize didn't go 
to me and Denise Scott Brown, because we 
are married not only as individuals, but as de-
signers and architects. "23 On me day that the 
award was announced, Denise SCO([ Brown 
commented at a plenary session of the annual 
conference of the ACSA that "they [me archi-
tectural gatekeepers] don't know how to have 
a mom-and-pop guru."24 
When collaborative efforts are ac-
knowledged, historians appear to value cer-
tain roles over others. When women have 
collaborated wirh other architects, their roles 
have been deemed marginal to the finished 
product, or even worse, their efforts have 
been inappropriately attributed [Q their male 
collaborators. Another example is TruliS 
Schroder's participation in the des ign of her 
house, the Rietveld Schroder house in 
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Utrecht, Holland. Although earli 
report her as codesigner, her com 
often forgotten today. Her concep 
of family life in her home, of celel 
rituals of the everyday, led to her 
that every space in her house be ( 
sliding or folding partitions. Her c: 
for this modern idiom preceded h, 
with architect Garrit Rietveld. f 
wrote to her: "You strew the w 
ideas; they say I'm a man with m 
but you have far more. I sweq 
around you. And they' re not ju 
ideas; they have direction. You a 
slightest bit interested in how sam( 
be achieved. You shouldn 't try to 
We must go on working as a team. 
Anne Griswold Tyng clairr 
other contributory role of womel 
that of muse to the male architect 
and even contributing to me archi 
but never being recognized or 
edged.26 Those who write about an, 
chitectural hiscory must even 
women's complicity in this role as 
pecially during an era when wo 
discouraged fro m claiming credi 
contributions. In some cases, wo 
not even allowed to do so. 
Mendelsohn's sister Fanny was I 
nOt to claim authorship of her mu 
positions, affixing instead her brad 
to her own wo rk , is it that unl 
Marion Mahony Griffin was simi!. 
lowed to acknowledge publicly hel 
tions ro the development of d 
School style and form, which were 
tributed to Frank Lloyd Wright? 
Feminist thought has a 
marginalized or ignored in the ar( 
discipline. This lack of feminist con 
is due in part to the small number 
in the field, thei r academic train 
relative lack of power in decision-n 
pacities, and, most imporrandy. t 
sion between the praClice of architecture 
within a capital ist. patriarchal economy and 
the discipline of architecrure, which is to em-
brace knowledge and criticism of the social 
production of the built environment. 
Nonetheless, recent scholars in archi-
tectural criticism are proposing new ways to 
look at body, sexuality, sex, power, and place. 
For example, Elizabeth Grosz challenges 
phallocenttism in urban design theories as 
"not so much the dominance of (he phallus 
as the pervasive unacknowledged use of the 
male or masculine to represent the human. 
The problem, then, is nOt $0 much (Q elimi-
nate as to reveal the masculinity inherent in 
rhe notion of the universal, the generic hu-
man, or the unspecified subject. "27 
Compared to those supporting works 
in architectural theory, feminist eff'ons are "-
t1ctiv~ measures to our gendered built land-
scape and society-such as the design of 
shelters for batrered women, which, while 
sheltering and supporting abused women and 
children. the shelter itself does nothing to 
eliminate male violence against women in me 
home. Proactiv~ feminist effortS in architec-
ture seek to subvert societal and building in-
dustry efforts that gender space and built 
fo rm. An example is Marsha Rirul.orfs work 
with citiun groups in rewriting zoning ordi-
nances to create gender-sensitive land re-
form.lI Another example is Matrix Architects 
Ltd., a multiracial women's architectural 
practice in Britain, whose aim is to reshape 
power relationships berween the ~cxpert" and 
the ~layperson" by allowing female clients [Q 
be involved at every stage of the design pro-
cess. In projects such as the Jagonari Educa-
(ional Resource Centre for Asian Women in 
East London and Harlow Women's Aid 
Cenrre. Matrix worked with the clients in the 
design and production of the buildings, edu-
cating, training, and attempting to empower 
them as rhe building process evolved.29 
Figure 5 lists several questions to help 
faculty assess whether their reaching practices 
and course curriculum are male-centered, as 
we have suggested in this section. 
The Mister-Mastery-Mystery 
Phenomenon 
Any careful examination of architectural edu-
cation must measure irs pulse: the design Stu-
dio. The studio is a frequent topic of 
conversation among architecture students, 
and it is a crucial parr of their daily lives. 
A decade ago, C hris Argyris identified 
the "mastery-mystery» syndrome supporting 
design studio education, in which instructors 
rarely help students recognize the ideas and 
theories design decisions.JO In mis comexr, me 
student begins to believe that mystety is an in-
dication of the mastery of the instructor. Al-
though Argyris has many concerns about this 
mode of teaching. he Stops short of question-
ing the sexisr nature of the syndrome itself. 
Mter all, masters-those who teach the up-
per-level (that is, prcstigiolls) studios-are al-
most always misters. In many cases, as Argyris 
suggestS, they assume this position with little 
questioning of their motives. The master-ap-
prenticc model that is reinforced in the design 
studio is highly patriarchal. 
Like the studio, t he design jury is a 
fundamental component of architectural 
education. To many students, it is borh the 
most feared and the most revered part of the 
academic term. At many schools. what hap-
pens in the design jury bears a strong influ-
ence on studems' course grades. At S(ake are 
nor only students' design ideas. but also their 
careers as students and future practitioners. 
As a result, studentS often place ex-
traordinary imporrance on me jurors-"the 
Gods" -themselves. At most schools, the 
typical jury includes only men, or perhaps on 
occasion, a token woman. Although we see a 
vast number of juries in which all jurors are 
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QUESTIONING TEACHING PRACTICES 
THAT PROMOTE MALE-CENTERED IDEAS 
OF MASTERY AND PRECEDENT 
Ar~ wom~n'$ comribudons (.15 individuals . .15 part 
of a t~am. or.15 an .15SOCiation or group) to th~ 
built !andsc.lpe acknowledged? In our c:urrieu-
lum, do w~ r~ferencc buildingi', parlo. places. 
and so on that arc nOI only designed by 
women, but also promoted, programmed. fi-
nanced, or advocued by them? 
Do we tak~ into account contributions and 
achiev~m~n(s of women and m~n rcladv~ to 
th~ traditions and ~nres of the times and cul-
tures in which thq li~? 
Ar~ examples and anecdotes drawn from {h~ lives 
of both m~n and women? 
In our curriculum, do w~ ~xdude regions. coun-
tries. time periods, building types. and ~ltings 
in which women made signmant contribu· 
tions 10 thc buill IanWc::Jpe? 
Do we fOCU$ tOO narrowly on Ihe process of Ct~I' 
ing our built environment? Do we implicitly 
suggCSt lhal clients, epochs, p.Jlrons, users. de-
velopers. nc. constra.ln Or conlribute to tM for-
mation of the built landscape? 
Do w~ critically assess how g:lIekeepc:rs (in$ITuc-
lOTS. talS. m~g:uine editors. ~nd $0 on) label or 
identify what is considered to be a commend· 
able building, landscape. archileCI, (rCalOr, 
contributor. or placc! 
5. Our cumwlm may embed mile«nlered ideM Ibaut the 
nails. of ardvleet...e. These QUtSbOn$ R\Iy help I'ISInICIOfl 
diSCOllel vofIether Of not gendoered per~ pet_,tf the 
e~ncub'n and struclllre oI1he1- ((III$t$. 
male, we rarely if ever see juries in which all 
jurors are female. As a result, tre image of 
men as "masters" is again strongly reinforced. 
Findings from surveys of 629 architec-
rur~ students from ninety-two schools re-
vealed a high degree of dissatisfaction with 
juries. Compared to men. women arc signifi-
cantly more dissatisfied with design juries. 
design studios, design education, and archi-
tectural education in ge neral (Figure-
6).'IMany women stress that the public na-
ture of the jury, especially its oft-en fierce pub-
;TUDENTS' RESPONSES TO: 
ED OR DISSATISFIED ARE YOU WITH ... ? 
BREAKDOWN BY SEX 
2.2 ~ men 
-4-- women 
)0-' 2,3 
OS'" 2.9 
ral" 3.0 
3 .0 
2 3 4 5 
very 
--
very 
dluatt.necs 
means 
surveys of 629 architecture students from 
Is found that. compared with men, female 
; satisfied with design juries, design studios, 
I, and architectural education in general. These 
'ious questions about the gendered nature of 
cation. (Reprinted with permission from Anthony, 
Trial , p. 240.1 
n, is particularly troubling and 
:0 their self-esteem. One woman 
words to describe the devastating 
n unsuccessful design jury: "I feel 
n the earth. " 32 
y men also complained of feeling 
. and demoralized after a design 
)otential damage that the design 
8ict on both women's and men's 
should not be overlooked, as it 
rious repercussions for the arch i-
fession. As author Gloria Steinem 
, pointed out, "studies show that 
!em correlates with both prejudice 
:e-that people who have a nega-
If themselves also tend to view 
e and the world negatively. " 33 
antagonistic, us-against-them de-
early reflects its male origins. As 
Keen argues in his popular work, 
Belly: On Being a Man, warring 
g battles have become established 
Unerican males.34 Consequently, 
many male students may well view the jury as 
just one more battle to be won. By contrast, 
to many women students, this warrior men-
taliry is truly foreign, causing them to feel all 
the more self-conscious at the jury. 
The traditional design jury process dis-
plays rigid, hierarchical, and patriarchal rela-
tionships between students and faculry. In 
fact, design juries and studios can be viewed 
in terms of the "corporate" cultures they re-
flect. According to the criteria established by 
Terrence E. Deal and Allan A. Kennedy in 
their book, Corporate Cultures: The Rites and 
Rituals of Corporate Life, design education is 
most closely related to the tough-guy, macho 
culture, as it is dominated by internal compe-
tition to become a star, to gamble or risk bold 
ideas, and to take chances.35 
No systematic, empirical evidence 
demonstrates that this competitive, hierarchi-
cal atmosphere is necessary for the training of 
professionals. Because academic climate af-
fects students' interest, performance, and 
sense of self-worth, architectural educators 
must question who benefits and who loses 
from such a situation. The answer runs 
deeper than simply deterring women from 
the profession; it also perpetuates the existing 
sociopolitical structure of our profession and 
our economy. Competition, individualism, 
and external control are highly embedded 
values in the corporate workplace. The 
educational milieu that incorporates these 
values simply reflects, reinforces, and repro-
duces the workings of the culture in which it 
is embedded. 
But today the workplace is changing: 
isolated work activities are increasingly re-
placed by teamwork. 36 Hence, a number of 
educators are advocating the teaching of col-
laborative work skills. However, this approach 
may simply end up helping students acquire 
tools to compete with others for scarce em-
ployment positions. Simply teaching new 
work skills to better advance in the work force 
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. . . 
mamtams Its competitive struc 
reconstruct the social systerr 
people embedded in that syste 
Many feminists conte 
the purposes of work is to u 
and collaboration to enhance 
tion and potential. Educator 
mitted to the creation of a m 
world and to democratic pra 
achieve equaliry must seek ch 
cial structure of their classes. : 
taught to view architecture-
cant casts of characters wi 
pline-as constellations rath 
stars. They need not be taugl 
mire the stars from below. A 
amples of participatory st 
structures that create a less hie 
collaborative milieu are giv 
Dutton's edited collection, V, 
tural Education.37 
This is not to suggest tI 
competition per se-but thai 
nature of competition. In Th 
Us, Laura Tracy proposes di 
competition. 38 The comper 
the workplace is constructed 
model-"warfare without a 
open, impersonal, and in accc 
rules and a code of ethics tha 
have never learned. Many w 
in ways that affirm instead of 
tions with each other. Tracy ~ 
from negative to affirmative , 
which winning and commun 
to be separated: competing al 
lem instead of against one al 
the Latin root of the word CG 
strive together." 
In addition, we need t 
conference of authoriry on 
particularly those forms of pc 
that are based on the teacher 
gender. Institutionalized autl 
reinforced by students' soci2 
often question the authority of 
y. 39 In this light, it is especially 
r all of our architectutal students 
1 assert authority, and be placed 
wer, on design juries, in studios, 
on-making positions in the de-
Dwever, the use of this authority 
:cted to positive social change 
:mpowerment.40 
'k at the Question, Do Women 
lk, Learn) Differently? 
,toy had been born a woman ... 
;;inia Woolf 
h scholarly and popular press has 
he different ways in which men 
learn and know. Indeed, ways of 
.owing, and structuring experi-
y vaty considerably among indi-
also between men and women. 
ed study of college women, de-
le book Women 5 Ways of Know-
he plural), Maty Field Belenky 
.es discovered that many women 
t1ected rather than separate learn-
He learning-the foundation of 
environments-is isolated and 
doubt and competition; con-
ing occurs in a community and 
athy and believing and learning 
ng judgment. College environ-
I design studios and juries-gen-
: objectivity and abstraction, 
I and separation. These types of 
rironments may be geared more 
,eriences or styles oflearning than 
, 
mens. 
, is the case, a question arises in 
tutal press and in the design stu-
1 design differently than women? 
) research has been conducted to 
; question, many speculations 
abound in books such as Ellen Perty Berkeley 
and Matilda McQuaid's edited collection, Ar-
chitecture: A Place for Women, and Leslie 
Kanes Weisman's Discrimination by Design.42 
Many authors support a feminist perspective 
of women's "special qualities" in architectural 
design in which women and men tend to ap-
ply different values and concerns to architec-
ture. 43 For example, from reviewing 
architectural research and projects conducted 
by women, Karen A. Franck identifies seven 
qualities that she believes permeate women's 
architectural work: (1) a connection to others, 
to objects of knowledge, and to the world and 
a sensitivity to the connection of categories, 
(2) a desire for inclusiveness and a desire 
to overcome opposing dualities, (3) a respon-
sibility to respond to the needs of others, 
represented by an "ethic of care," (4) an ac-
knowledgment of the value of everyday life 
and experience, (5) an acceptance of subjectiv-
ity as a strategy for knowing and of feelings as 
part of knowing, (6) an acceptance and a de-
sire for complexity, and (7) an acceptance of 
change and a desire for flexibility.44 
Noted architects have also taken on 
this question of whether or not men and 
women design differently. For example, Chi-
cago architect Diane Legge suggests that 
women do not design differently than men 
per se but do spend more energy than men 
attending to clients. "We accommodate. We 
try to resolve a conflict before there's a con-
frontation. But women are learning from 
men when it's necessary to be tough, con-
frontational, stubborn."45 Joan Goody of 
Goody, Clancy & Associates in Boston con-
tends that women's approach, which involves 
"a willingness to discuss the options, evaluate 
the choices, demystify the process, and share 
the decisions," serves to undercut the author-
ity of the female architect, making architec-
ture seem to be something that "anyone can 
do. "46 With today's complex clients, how-
ever, Goody believes that the female traits of 
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patience, compromise, and tena. 
come necessities to the realizati 
projects. When asked if women 
chitecture an understanding otho 
the mainstream white male brin~ 
les architect Norma Sklarek 
Becket responded, "Many worn 
sensitive to human needs. Some 
tects-I would not say all, bUi 
more concerned about architectl 
to fostering egocentric concerns 
architecture for the ultimate 
people .... Some of these arc 
great deal of publicity and I t] 
more concerned about publici 
are about people."47 
We believe that these ans 
the wrong question. Although 
women's "special qualities" ~ 
methodological and sampling 
more importantly, such contenti 
insufficient effort to examining tht 
differences and the consequen 
women, and society. Differences j 
tects know, learn, design, or wor 
may be related to sex-but not 
reasons. Instead, they may be 1 
genderization, the different lif 
positions of girls and boys, worn-
Suggesting differences 1: 
and women without understan< 
for these differences can bac 
worst cases, female architects m 
tized, marginalized, and stereory 
ticular roles "for which they are 
Women will be expected to ex 
types of architectural practice: 
types, but not in others. As a ca 
1989 poll of architects conduct. 
sive Architecture magazine foun 
40 percent of female and 40 pe 
architects believed that there We 
between architectural design do 
and men. They believed that w. 
ter at design related to "carin 
"IONING TEACHING PRACTICES 
AT DEVALUE DIVERSITY OR 
STIGMATIZE DIFFERENCE 
: about and judge buildings or actions by 
.cing masculine and feminine attributes? 
: explain to our students the meanings 
I such attributions? 
ow for multiple avenues for learning, 
Ig, and creating? 
,vide students the opportuniry to choose 
nt instructional and learning modes? 
n stereotypes of female students? of male 
ts? of their work? 
:stion the basis for our perceptions of dif-
:s between men and women? 
diversity, we need to question the standards by 
people and their acbons, and the basis for making 
.s. These questions may assist instructors in 
ir assumptions. 
,Is-and men better in design re-
,wer and commerce.48 Such stereo-
1 only prevent women from 
in the architectural profession. 
lversely, if women do not design 
, from men of the same class and 
ground, we need to ask why this is 
are the consequences? Why don't 
and gendered identities as archi-
the shape of the designed environ-
: question we need to ask, then, is 
ler the end product is different 
gned by a woman or a man. In-
leed to ask how the gendering of 
my, our building industry in par-
~cts the ways in which we practice 
architecture and how we act and 
;igners. Does our present socioeco-
!cture attempt to shape all of us to 
in type of man: a "hired gun"? 
" and in what instances does that 
d and fail? 
ign operates in a culture, one that 
I rewards certain skills and design 
luchitects, by and large, simply re-
QUESTIONING THE NATURE OF 
FACULTY-STUDENT COMMUNICATION 
What number of male versus female students do 
you call on? Which students do you call by 
name? 
With which students (male or female) do you in-
teract in class more frequently' Which students 
are more likely to ask for a desk crit? How do 
you decide which students to visit during each 
studio session? How do you decide the sched-
uling of students to present meir work before a 
design jury? 
Do intertuptions occur while an individual is talk-
ing? If so, who does the interrupting? Who is 
interrupted? At a design jury, which jurors 
(male or female) generally respond first? 
Is your verbal response to students positive? 
aversive? encouraging? Is it the same for all stu-
dents? If not, why? Do female students receive 
as much informal feedback, encouragement, 
praise, and cri tical assessment as male students 
for their design projects? 
Do you tend to face or address one section of the 
studio more than others? Do you establish eye 
contact with certain students more than others? 
What gestures, postures, or facial expressions 
do you use, and are they different for male and 
female students? 
Do you ask male and female students the same 
kinds of questions? Do you encourage women 
as much as men to think for themselves? 
Do you sometimes assume that female students are 
uncertain about their design ideas or are not 
saying much that is worthwhile because 
women may tend to state their ideas hesitantly 
or in an "overly polite" fashion? 
Do you, guest critics, or guest jurors ever use sexist 
humor to "spice up" a dull subject or make dis-
paraging comments about women as a group? 
How does this affect women in me classroom? 
When you refer to users, clients, or designers, do 
you regularly refer to males or use the generic 
he? or the universal man? Or do you refer to 
both men and women? 
Are your patterns of reinforcement different for 
male and female students? 
8. It may be difficult for design instructors to be aware of the 
interactional dynamics in studio. These techniques may help 
faculty analyze interaction in their classes. (Questions based 
on Hall and Sandler, Classroom Climate.) 
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spond to the existing market, ; 
by nature reactive. But if arch: 
proactive rather than reactive : 
women, as new entrants into 
the same-and if educational 
not gendered or homogenize 
status quo of the male-do min 
rected profession, how would 
architecture be different? How 
ture of the architecture pre 
change by fully exploiting the 
both women and men?49 
Until these larger soc 
change, educators must recogn 
and learning "differences" may 
ferent worlds in which boys ar 
cialized as well as our socialize, 
of men and women. Educato 
come more familiar with the d 
search that examine such diffel 
psychoanalytic view, Nancy 
work is one way to understand 
ferences have come to be.50 She 
the mothering common in our 
otal to the way in which male 
develop, and to the ways in VI 
and relate to the world. Males t 
mothers to independence, soli 
and competition. Females, 
hand, remain identified with 
and develop a complex interdeJ 
others. From a sociological F 
Cynthia Fuchs Epstein's work I 
ferent explanation for such se>. 
Individual preferences and ch 
pered by the social structure 
manifested in schools and othe 
These institutions, as well as tb 
continue to encourage women 
rypical views about themselv 
turn interpret these views as 
than socially constructed. 
Figure 7 lists some que: 
chitectural faculry can use to as 
to which they engage in gender 
Double Speak: 
Cross-Cuttural Communication? 
Linguist Deborah Tannen suggests that the 
communication styles of men and women arc 
so different that we shou ld consider their 
conversations to be "cross-cultural communi-
cation. nSl If so, we need to ask ou rselves 
whose culture dominates commu nication in 
the smdio and design ju ry. In this regard, 
Figure 8 raises some qucstions fo r faculty to 
consider. 
Resea rch shows that elementary and 
secondary teachers pay more attention to 
boys than girls-that is, they talk more to 
them, ask them more questions. ask them 
mo re challenging ques(ions, listen more, 
co unsel th em more, give them more ex-
tended directions, allow them more time ro 
talk, and criticize. praise, and reward them 
more frequently.S3 Studies of college class-
rooms show similar trends. In college classes, 
male students talk more than wo men, and 
women are less likely lO be- called o n. When 
women do speak, they arc more likely to be 
interrupted and less likely to be acceptcd and 
rewarded.SoI A study by .sociologists David A. 
Karp and William C. Yoels fOund that in col-
lege classes taught by men, male students 
talked three times mo re than women. In 
classes taught by women, the rate o f female 
participation increased, but male students 
st ill talked the majori ty of the time." An-
other study of sixty college classrooms found 
no differen ce in student participa ti on in 
classes taugh t by women, but in classes 
taught by men, male students more often ini-
tiated interaction wim the teacher.S6 
In addition, research has shown that 
post-secondary instructors give male students 
more detailed instructio ns o n how ro com-
plete assignments on their own, wh ile they 
are more likely to complete assignmentS for 
femalc students. Fo r example , at the U.S. 
Coast Guard Academy, while instruc[Q1"S told 
male midshipmen how to do particular as-
signments, they actual ly performed the re-
quired tasks for female midshipmen .~1 
Similar situations are likely to occur in 
the design studio and jury. In repo rting the 
results of detailed videotaped obstrvations of 
jury sessions at three ca.se study schools, Mark 
Frederickson reveals several important sources 
of gende .. and racial bias.sa Compared ro male 
jurors. female jurors receive less than their fai r 
share of tmal time to comment, they speak 
less often, and they are interrupted more of-
reno Compared to juries for male students, ju-
ries for female students are shoner. Female 
students are interrupted more often. Jurors 
appear to have a condescending atti tude and 
lower expectations and demonstrate coddling 
behavio r towa rd femal e slUdents. Similar 
trends were found for the ways in which Stu-
dents of c:olor experienced me juries as well. 
Rules for talk in college classrooms arc 
usually a nchored in male, white, upper-
middle-class subcultures. Competitive verbal 
jousting, marki ng of hierarchies, and wield-
ing contml through silencing mhers-the 
verbal maneuvers that one often finds in all-
male groups as well as in many college class-
rooms.--may be alienating to some women. 
By contrast, talk amo ng many women of 
varying elnnic backgrounds tends ro be more 
collaboralive and participatory. Women do 
mo re "interaction work," such as nodd ing 
their heads and asking questions to draw OUt 
speakers. They are more likely to bui ld on 
rather man contest one another's comments; 
to share personal experiences. and to regard 
conversation as a cooperative enterprisc.w 
Tni~ gendering of speech may also vary 
alo ng lines of race and class. Vicky Spelman 
examined the racial dimensions of women's 
speech. By examining discussions in classes 
predominantly of white women, she found 
that African Amer ican women felt 
marginalized when the experiences of white 
women were taken as the paradigm and the 
experienCt!s of women of color as a source of 
diverge nce. African American wo men also 
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fe lt margi nalized when their opin ions were 
not challenged during class discussion. 
Co ncerning the issue of social class, 
community college instructor Ira Shor ob-
served that among working-class students, 
women talked with more ease than men, feel-
ing it easier to rake public risks by engaging 
in debate. Reacting to me presence of a supe-
rior male instructor, men's silence was a male 
defensive aCl against the possible humiliation 
o f being wrong. Goin g publ ic wit h the ir 
thoughtS was a threal to their male dignity. 
Men rationalized meir silence by saying that 
women talk and argue all the time.60 
In a study of twenty award-winning 
studio instructors in Texas architecture de-
partments, architectural educators Wayne 
Anoe and Robert Mugerauer state: "Good 
teachers talk. And talk. And talk. Or so it 
seems from their commentaries. T hey tal k 
during desk crits, in special discussions. after 
class, in lectures. Teaching well is hard work, 
in pan, because it demands that one talk so 
much. We were struck by the realization mat 
this is, in filct, much of what srudio teachers 
do. "/;I The type of tal k that architectural 
teachers do, and with whom, demands seri-
ous examination. 
A pilot study of architectural student-
reacher interaction during the desk crit re-
vea led some gendered patterns of 
communicalion. InstrucrofS interacted with 
men in fai rly co nsiste nt ways, but with 
women their commun ication pa{(crns were 
mo re varied. Professo rs spent. on average. 
roughly equal amounts of time at desk cfits 
with male and female students. However, 
when critiquing the work of female studentS. 
faculty were more likely to spend either a 
great amount of time or very little time. Con-
Hary 10 what one might expect. faculry 
pro mpted female studen ts-that is. asked 
them questions-twice as onen as male Stu-
dents, but they directed male students-mat 
is, showed them what to do--slightly more 
often. Faculty were more likely to reassure 
ONING SEXUAL HARASSMENT 
ts required ro complete all of their de-
>rk in studio, thus creating opportuni-
sexual harassment after hours? 
'e any studios in which only one or two 
;tudents are present, thus making it dif-
)r women ro seek peer suppOrt within 
lio? 
students experience unwanted sexual at-
opriate personal remarks made about a 
.'s body or sexual activities? 
students forced to engage in unwanted 
19 or kissing? 
nale students overly persistent in want-
~al attention from women? 
ake repeated requests for sexual activity? 
tgage in sexual bantering or sexual jokes? 
y leave obscene messages or sexual para-
lia on women's studio desks? 
ut up sexist posters and pictures in stu-
o these posters convey the message that 
iew women primarily as sex objects 
chan as individual human beings? 
,exist graffiti or sexist advertisements in 
dio? 
)surveys about sexual activities distrib-
, discussed in the studio? 
ts play X-rated and pornographic tapes 
'ies in studio? 
1 in general, women of particular ethnic 
, women who are heavy or unattractive, 
nen who raise women 's issues made the 
'jokes? 
ts aware that sexual harassment is illegal 
:ational institutions? 
>cedures for seeking information and fil-
nplaints known ro all students? To fac-
,e techniques to help faculty identify the extent to 
·assment occurs, Because harassment is likely to 
mings and weekends while the instructor is 
)rS can also learn about harassment by asking 
~rve and record studio behavior at these times, 
d on Hughes and Sandler. Peer Harassment.) 
male students, than female students that they 
were on the right track. For both male and 
female students, the choreography of the 
desk crit-where the teachers stood, how stu-
dents and instructors moved around the 
board-and the rates of praise, remediation, 
and criticisms were virtually identical.62 
Sexual Harassment 
Sexual harassment on college campuses is 
pervasive.63 Harassing behaviors occur virtu-
ally everywhere, whether the school is large or 
small, public or private, vocational or reli-
giously affiliated. Harassment on campus is a 
violation of Title IX of the Educational 
Amendments Act of 1972. The Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission defines 
sexual harassment as 
unwelcome sexual advances, requests for 
sexual favors, and other verbal or physi-
cal conduct of a sexual nature ... when 
(1) submission to such conduct is made 
either explicitly or implicitly a term or 
condition of an individual's employ-
ment; (2) submission to , or rejection of, 
such conduct by an individual is used as 
the basis for employment decisions af-
fecting such individual; or (3) such con-
duct has the purpose or effect of 
substantially interfering with an 
individual's work performance or creat-
ing an intimidating, hostile, or offensive 
working environment. 
Recent court decisions have embraced 
not only actions and words as potentially ha-
rassing mechanisms, but also posters, photo-
graphs, and graffiti. The Ninth U.S. Circuit 
Court of Appeals claimed in January 1991 
that sexual harassment had to be viewed from 
the perspective of what a "reasonable wo-
" h'l" bl " man -not t e typlca reasona e man -
would find offensive. 
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Sexual harassment inch 
tions as gender harassment, gen, 
remarks or behaviors to convey 
grading, or sexist attitudes abou 
bians, and gays; seductive behavi 
inappropriate, and offensive se] 
sexual bribery, the solicitation of 
or other sex-linked behavior by . 
wards; sexual coercion or sexu 
threat of punishment; and sex/< 
which includes gross sexual in 
sault, and rape.64 Sexual harassrr 
pears in an overt, "sledgehamr 
but rather in subtle, accumulati 
unintentional actions. Althou€ 
male college students generally ; 
constitutes harassment for mos 
behaviors, they disagree on their 
moderate levels of harassment.65 
Figure 9 raises some key 
architectural faculty to conside 
harassment in the design studio. 
study has focused exclusively, 
crimination and harassment in 
departments. Nonetheless, a 1 
chairpersons and female facult 
ture departments across the nat 
this issue along with several oth, 
One-quarter of the chain 
received student complaints of 
ment in their departments, ar 
said they had received student 
sexual discrimination. When a 
on their experiences as studen 
one-third of the female faculty 
that they had experienced sexm 
Students report a variet 
of sexual harassment, from b( 
hear about the sexual adven 
male studio-mates, or to lister 
audiotapes of sexual encounteJ 
hating" music, to being flashe, 
dents. Even male students reI 
often hear other males in stud 
their sexual conquests and tha 
hour, the more graphic the, 
males admitted that the tenor of the discus-
sion changes radically when their female Stu-
dio-mates leave the room.6a 
The ways in which some design stu-
dents personalize their indiv idual studio 
space often is highly offensive to wome n. 
Photographs of women in scanty attire with 
Dverly voluptuous bodies looming over the 
studio desks are not uncommon. Although 
~ro ups of male students may display their 
?Osters as a symbolic form of male bonding, 
:ompcting among themselves to see who can 
Jisplay the sexiest "chick," [Q women th is 
nactice can be highly disruptive. Allowing 
;uch sleazy srudio decor merely underscores 
:he myth that women are only sex objects, 
l ot [Q be taken seriously.69 The meta-mcs-
;age being sent is, " It's cool [Q think of 
.vomen as sex symbols." Or, as a graffiti mes-
:age on a studio wall claims, "Woman archi-
ect is an oxymoron. n 
The manner in which certain language 
s used in the context of the design studio and 
ury can also be offensive [Q women; here, 
gain, we must recognize that words can be 
nterpreted differen tly by women and men. 
;ome professors and visiting critics use sexu-
lIy charged terms [Q describe and critique 
lesign projects. T hese words can humiliate 
[)me students and orner faculty, who may be 
lO taken aback or embarrassed [Q respond to 
r question the meaning of what was sa id . 
)ne of the autho rs noted the following 
ouble entendres used repeatedly during one 
lree-hour jury session: girdle, tension and 
=Iease, organs of interco nnection, penetra-
on, and thrust. Along these lines is one Uni-
ersity of Illinois student's comment after 
earing a well-known designer speak in class: 
[ am outraged [by the language of a visiting 
·itic] .... His language incl uded such colorful 
'ords as ' impotent, insemi na te, and pen-
:rate.' H e made numerous references to 
nallic symbols .... [He] made reference [Q ar-
l itecture as th e 'gentlemen's profession,' 
lked about a 'gentlemen's agreement,' and 
discussed the archit~'s role as a 'gentleman's 
gentleman.'" Another student took offense at 
the comments of a video narration shown in 
a design class. According to the student, the 
na rrator suggested that designers make the 
user of a space ta ke notice "as if it were a 
woman in a neg1jgee. n 
Many women come from back-
grounds and cultures in which women as 
sexual beings are dominated, humiliated, or 
vandalized by men. In this COntext, the man-
ner of using sexually charged terms to sur-
prise and shock, thus promQ[ing one's own 
sense of prestige and noto riety (not an un-
com mon practice among jurors during a 
crit), may be perceived as harassment. 
Following are some of the University 
of Illinois female students' journal accountS 
addressing other forms of harassment: 
Usually .. . the guys in my studio dis-
cuss what they did over the weekend. 
Sometimes their conversation is not 
raunchy, but more times than not it is. 
Their top ics range from a type of girl 
they met [Q what they did to them. Af-
ter this, they have to ask either of us 
[the cwo females in the srud io] 
whether we've experienced what they 
did to their "girlfriend" or whether we 
like that. It 's usually one or two guys 
[who] do th is, but their statements are 
disruptive to our work and outright of-
fensive. If you try to tell them that, it's 
as if it goes in one ear and out the 
other. 
Recently, one of my studio mates has 
started to pinch my behind. From 
what he says, I am the type of girl that 
he likes, so this supposedly gives him 
the right to grab me! The inddent oc-
curred twice, and he hasn ' t done it 
since. This is awful, because it seems so 
gradc-schoolish. 
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When I got to college, things we 
worse in the studio/design envi rol 
ment .... I had been asked very pe 
sonal questions before by my rna 
classmates in high school, bur not ; 
explicit as in college. I think that sta: 
ing up late together and working i 
the same type of environment is COl 
ducive to causing more destructive bo 
havior. I think it also has to do wit 
the fact that Mommy an d Dadd 
aren't around and can't be brought i 
to d iscipline them .... You'd thin 
that we could all be adults by the tin: 
we reach college. I don't know what 
is but as soon as some people get 0 
their own, they regress. 
One of the most shocking episod( 
disclosed was that of a female student wh, 
had been raped years ago in her bedroom b 
a fel low architecture student, someone sh 
had believed to be her fri~nd. Although sh 
disclosed the incident to a few close friend.! 
she basically kept it a so::ret. To make maner 
worse, she soon learned she was pregnam anc 
had an abortion. By contrast, [he male il 
question rC1:ounted an entirely different vcr 
sion of events to his friends. Not only did h. 
brag about it during studio, but he was alS( 
congratulated on his most recent conquest 
As a result. the victim spent the next severa 
years desperately trying to refute her reputa· 
tion, as least to her offender's friends and tC 
her studio-mates, as a "loose woman." 
Because she had been in a relative!) 
small class, her only options to avoid contaCl 
with her rapist would have been to transfer [c 
another school or to temporarily withdrav. 
from the program. Rejecting these [WO op-
tions and preferring not to "rock the boat,~ 
she ended up sitt ing on ly a few feet away 
from her rapist and his friends in studio fOi 
several subsequent terms. Much as she would 
have preferred to work at home, her studio 
instructors requ ired all students to complete 
:ir work within the studio. Although 
:ived psychological counseling, she 
ed to feel trapped, confused, embit-
nd enraged in design studio. Years 
len she finally revealed her secret to a 
class, she exploded imo tears. 
Ithough the example cited here may 
f the most extreme, many of the feel -
t this scudem experienced arc com-
:e. It is easy for female architecture 
; to fccl trapped in scudio. To make 
worse, many design instructors dis-
students from working at home, cit-
Fact that working in studio is one of 
,tions of architectural educadon. As a 
iy student who gets (ired and wantS to 
'-not an unusual desire at 3:00 or 
I.- is under sHong peer pressure to 
out" and remain in studio. Unfortu-
few campuses today are safe for 
[0 walk alone or even in groups after 
women wish to leave, they must de-
either a campus esCOrt service, if one 
their male studio coumerpans-who 
ay be too busy themselves- to walk 
me. Must this forced dependency be 
Jisite to an architectural degree? 
Ithough sexual harassmem occurs in 
)Iines, we believe that the culture of 
io exacerbates these destructive pat-
he all-nighter-with no instructor 
-simply makes it easier for sexual ha-
. to occur. We suggest looking at stu-
lre using a biological analogy: of the 
h notion of cuhure. Named after a 
. bacteriologist, the petri dish is a 
iish with a loose-fitting cover [har is 
biologists and bacteriologists to cul-
roorganisms. In this closed, intense 
~hen posidve substances are placed, 
ic growth results. Yet throw in some 
~ical bacte ri a, neglect them, and 
Ie scum take over. We need to ask, 
uhure is it? In the "petri dish design 
whose cuIture dominates? Whose is 
ed? 
Many architecmcal faculty and ad-
ministrators are simply unaware of the conse-
quences of the sex composition of studios. 
Placing a token woman or two in such an at-
mosphere not only may lead (Q her harass-
ment, but may also make it more difficult for 
her to report such incidents or to seek sup-
port from peers. Furthermore, the studio en-
vironment provides a setting for students to 
not only mingle and work but also to play 
music that is potentially offensive ro women. 
How many instructors really know what goes 
on in the studio after hours? It is important 
to recognize that some of the worst episodes 
of peer harassment occur when men or boys 
are in groups, not unlike the typical design 
studio.70 
Many cases of sexual harassment go 
unreported. Many students simply do not 
know where ro seek information o r counsel-
ing or what the appropriate procedures are.n 
The reporting process must clearly be 
d emyst ified; information should be readily 
available concerning where to go and how to 
fi le a complaint. Because female students are 
more likely to report sexual harassment to a 
woman outside the harasser's department, 
university counseling centers and student as-
s istance centers especially need to publicize 
these procedures to architecture srudents.72 
Nonetheless, victimized students may 
not reporr such incidents for fear of retalia-
tion, of not being believed, and of being ac-
cused of provocation. Many harassed 
studentS will not discuss the harassment with 
the harassing instructor or pecr, choosing in-
sread to disconrinue contact wirh the profes-
sor or classmate. In fact, the most common 
strategy is to ignore the perpetrator or the ha-
rassing incident.73 
Although the majority of women dis-
approve of sexually harassing behaviors, 
many find the situation to be unavoidable. 
Some students as welJ as some school admin-
i,srrators take the attitude that "boys wi ll be 
boys" or advocate that "women should give it 
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right back." Some women actually 
in the faCt that they can take it. Th 
further demeans the position of 
women. Furthermore, many men 
[ention pa.id to sexual harassmen 
trated in a student's comment fror 
su:rvey: "I believe some of the stude 
d io level especially some of th, 
should learn to deal with certai 
which occur in a mainly male domi 
dio. Their constant bickering and I 
ul t y that they don ' t like what c 
saying to each othcr in studio onl) 
thl:mseives. Due to [he conditions 
lif(~ , J think this would run much sr 
everyone would lighten Up."74 
Conclusions 
The American ethical call for equ<: 
that a given kind of difference shoul 
evam and that the [ask of social ju 
co.nstruct a society or organi7.ar ior 
guarantee that this is the case,75 I 
this stance, what is the meaning of ~ 
uicy, especially under conditions in 
sexes are not equally situated? Eli 
does not necessarily mean similar t 
nor does it mean "more of the same: 
Instead of opting for a propo, 
der-free educational pract ices, w 
[hat educational practices be based 
der-sensi tive agenda. We need to 
educational practices that purpoftl 
the abstract and the disembodied. ~ 
acknowledge the sex of the student 
appropriate and disregard it when 
Recognizing "the appropriateness 
en<ce" means we need to address t 
we live in a culture that cominues . 
women, defines women as differ 
men (the standard·bearer), and exp 
to act differently. LegaJ scholar Ma 
now proposes "a shift in the par. 
use to conceive difference, a shift frc 
on the distinctions between people to a focus 
on the relationships wi thin which we notice 
and draw distinctions."76We need to recog-
ni1.e that individ ual students arc nor o nly 
products of their personal biologies and biog-
raphies, but also of their social relationships 
and social histories, mat is, how society treats 
them. 
Viewing difference in this way is to see 
difference as a feature of relationships rather 
than traits residing in the person. Following 
this, social arrangements that make traits 
seem to matter must be suspect, examined, 
and targeted for cha nge. Such a perspective 
directs archi tectu ral educators to challenge 
the social arrangements of the studio and jury 
that lead to sexist, male-centered actions, and 
to restructure architectural educarion in sev-
eral realms, notably in reconsidering the na-
ture of the studio, redefining architecture in 
the curriculum, and training students to rake 
the viewpoim of the omer. 
&(onsitkring t"~ Narurr ofSrudio 
Students remain ambiguous about what the 
slUdio really is or what it is supposed to be. Is 
it JUSt another classroom? ls it a miniature 
replica of an office? Is it a home away from 
home or home itself? Is it an extension of me 
slUdent's dormirory, aparrmem, or fraternity 
bedroom? If you ask students to desc ribe 
what the studio means to them , you find a 
wide range of rcsponses.n Some feel it should 
be "democratically controlled" (reflC1:ting the 
tyranny of the majority if need be); others be-
lieve an unregulated bonding experience is cs-
senlial to th ei r professional development. 
The manner in which students define and re-
late to the studio is eventually shaped by thc 
academic climate, that is, the ways in which 
insttuctors and administrators SCt the tone for 
the studio environment. It is the instructors' 
responsibility to facili tate a conducive and 
fair work environment?8 
Instructors must convey to students 
that me studio is primarily a collective. egali-
tarian work environment that must be held 
to policies of the institution in which it is 
housed. All educational institutions, fo r ex· 
amp le, must adhere to fede ral policies on 
sexual harassment and discrimination. 
Instructors must also pay close anen· 
tion to the demographic composition of their 
studios. Studios with on ly one or twO female 
students can invite trouble. Without a critical 
mass of female students, women may be seen 
as tokens and hence more readily the burr of 
jokes and stereotypeS. They are also more 
likely to experience peer pressure to become 
"o ne of the boys. ~ Instructors and admi nis-
trators who enroll students in studio courses 
must take special care to see that a cri d cal 
mass of women is present in each studio.79 
&tUfining Arthiucrure in the CumOllum 
By incorporati ng a more inclusive notion of 
architecture and precedent, we as educators 
mUSt ask students to focus on questions that 
architectural historian Dell Upton proposes: 
"Who makes arch itecture? Under what con-
ditions? How are architectural ideas created 
and dissemi nated? Who defines the meaning 
of architectural form?"BO In transforming and 
degendering architcr:tural education, we must 
also focus on what was previously seen as a 
backdrop. We mUSt adjust our vision so that 
we can see the world not on ly through the 
major male figu res in the foregrou nd, but 
also through th e eyes of both fe male and 
male figures typically relegated to the back-
ground." 
Consciousness-raising about gender 
must be introduced throughout me curricu-
lum; nOl only in textbooks and lectures, but 
also in design studio projects. Instructors 
must make conscious efforts to ensure that 
students incorporate women as prominent 
users of th e spaces (hey des ign and that 
women's perspecdves are seen as viable de-
sign directions. The ways in wh ich insttuc· 
tors select and present a project assignment is 
key. Projects such as homeless shelters, transi-
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tionai housing, and day-care centers demand 
mat students address female users. How these 
projects are treated--day care to enhance the 
lives of working women ve rsus day care to 
enhance the corporation's ability to employ 
large numbers of women for low wages, for 
example-is also important in incorporating 
feminist and critical perspectives. In selecting 
pscudoclients for student projectS, instructors 
can also make a special effon to seek out 
women. Jacqueline Leavitt describes in detail 
some examples from her own studio experi-
ences that help sensitize students to gender is-
sues. tl 
uam;ng /0 Talt~ tIN Vinupoim of·tht Dthn" 
Another issue is the lack of awareness of 
sexual harassment issues on the pan of Stu-
dents, facu lty, and administrators. Ignorance 
about the severity of these issues simply leads 
to complacency and satisfaction with the sta-
tus quo. Students, facu lty, and administrators 
must be educated about the definitions ofha-
rassment, must know where to draw the line 
between what it is and what it is not, and 
must understand specific examples and their 
consequences. JUSt as our Senate Judicial 
Committee- and the millions of viewers 
who watched the 1991 Clarence Thomas-
Anita H ill hearings on televisio n- were 
foreed to rake a crash course on sexual harass-
ment, so do all those involved in architectural 
education need to wake up TO thi s issue. 
Speakers from units on campus that deal di-
recdy wit h these issues on an everyday basis 
should be invited to make presentadons to 
groups of architectural faculty , administra-
tors, and students. Members of the audience 
need the oppommity to ask questions and to 
learn about which types of behaviors are and 
arc not acceptable. 
Architectural students and educators 
must go well beyond harassment, however. 
They must to be able to acquire the view-
point of " the other" - that is, those outside 
10. 1\ it POSSible to lI11agioe an architecture school where roles are reversed--wt!efe most stulienls 
and ,,,uIty are women? Unforl\J\alely, this photo !lad to be staged. (Credit: leigh f.roe McMillen.) 
II. More female students and foculty are needed to help arcMectural educllbon better respond to 
the chlln&lIl& demographics ~ our SOCiety. (Credit: Terry T unool 
...... .~------- -- ~. ~ 
the dominant circle-thus moving fro l 
kind of tunnel vision to a vision of the pro 
sion that is much more inclusive. Worksh 
on such topics as sexual harassmem in 
srudio or communication in the desk erit: 
jury can help sensitize both srudenrs and 
ulry who may orhelWise be unaware of ti-
issues. These workshops should be direc 
not only toward gender, but also toward I 
and class. Euro-American, middle-class ~ 
dents-be they male or female- who co 
from relatively homogeneous, insular cc 
mun icies are often not sensitized to the ~ 
spectives of studenrs from different CUitL 
and social classes. As Stated by Shirl Buss: 
As a white student with a femin ist I 
entation, I felt mixed loyalties. At f 
I did not want to place a hierarchy 
racism and sexism, but I realized t 
to many, "women" meant wh 
wome n, and that most of the wh 
women in rhe program did not we 
to advance rhe issues of racial and c 
rural sensiriviry in the school. In f.; 
because of their fragi le position in . 
school structure, they onen were m· 
competitive with and hurtful tow; 
people of color.8' 
The ACSA can take rhe lead by sfX 
soring these workshops at its conferenc 
Role-reversal workshops are a component 
many corporations' diversiry-rraining pal 
ages. One Universiry of lIIinois student Sl 
gested thar srudents try a role reversal 
attempt to understand what women ex(>( 
ence in archi tecture school. Perhaps t-
words pur it best (Figures 10 and 11 ): 
I wish that guys in this major could . 
it from our eyes, just once. For i 
stance: Almost every teacher on t 
faculty is a woman. Almost all pme 
tioncrs are women. Famous role me 
e1s are women. On ly 15 perce 
enrolled in classes are men. Studio at-
mosphere is always ru n from a 
woman's perspective. Men are ac-
cepted up to a poim, bur can never 
join the "women 's club. " ... If men 
could experience this, just for a day, I 
think discriminating ;mimdes would 
change quickly. 
A multipronged attack is needed [ 0 ad-
dress these critiGlI issues. No single program 
or workshop session is enough. Instead, a 
combination of coordinated events can help 
raise the collective consciousness of all those 
involved in architectural cducatjon-faculry, 
administrators, and students. Furthermo re, 
me field is in desperate need of more infor-
mation. We hope our efforts here spark inter-
est among the JAE readers and that scholars 
will be encouraged to investigate these ques-
tions and to report their findings in subse-
quent issues of scholarly journals. 
As the numbers of women entering the 
labor force continue to rise, architectural edu-
cation must make a special effort to open irs 
doors to a more diverse constituency. Creat-
ing an educational climate (hat is no longer 
"ch illy" toward women may in turn lead to 
an environment that is welcoming to all stu-
dents- women and men, African American, 
Asian American, Hispanic, Native AmeriGln, 
international students, and others. The valu-
able perspectives thar th ese students offer 
may cause us to redefine dramatically the 
roles of sex, stars, and studios in architectural 
education. 
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